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Recent advances in modern electric systems (e.g., electric vehicles and military surveillance systems) have led to a 
strong motivation toward employing high-power yet small-scale electronic devices, which inevitably produce high 
level of heat flux amounting up to a few hundred watts per square centimeters. In this circumstance, highly 
conductive heat spreaders such as vapor chambers are widely employed to reduce the level of heat flux to an 
acceptable level. For practical application of the heat spreaders, quantification of the heat spreading characteristics 
is of prime importance, and the effective thermal conductivity is extensively used to characterize the temperature 
homogeneity of the heat spreaders. However, due to the ever-decreasing thickness of the heat spreader, conventional 
contact thermometry has failed to reliably measure surface temperatures across the heat spreading surface of the 
thin heat spreaders, thus requiring a different method measuring numerous surface temperatures correctly to 
determine the effective thermal conductivity of the heat spreader. In this work, a thermographic thermometry 
technique, which is inherently noncontact, was used to characterize the temperature distribution and corresponding 
change in the effective thermal conductivity. A copper vapor chamber-type heat spreader with dimensions of 102 × 
102 × 3 mm (length × width × thickness), was fabricated with a 1 mm thick patterned porous layer to provide a 
capillary pressure difference. The effective thermal conductivity of the tested heat spreader was evaluated using the 
dimensional steady-state heat conduction equation with surface temperatures measured by the thermographic 
method. Water was used as the working fluid, effect of heat flux and orientation (relative to gravity) was examined, 
and the obtained results are discussed in terms of the determined effective thermal conductivity and its variation. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the test setup
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